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Improve the health of our communities and the strength 
of our economies by changing the culture of public sector 
procurement.

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
SOCIAL PROCUREMENT 
INITIATIVE (BCSPI)

BCSPI helps local governments and institutional 
purchasers across British Columbia to turn their 
procurement dollars into achievable and measurable 
community benefits.

MISSION

PURPOSE



MEET THE FACILITATORS

Tori WilliamsonSonia Sahota, LLB



DISCLAIMER

Any sample clauses, statements, checklists, 
training materials, and / or documents are 
provided as a framework for your 
consideration and are not legal advice on 
your specific procurement or contractual 
arrangements.  Should you require legal 
advice in respect of your specific 
circumstances, you are encouraged to 
obtain independent legal counsel.



PREMISE AND SESSION 
OVERVIEW

o Procurement principles
o Trade Agreements
o Submitted questions
o Questions from the audience



PROCUREMENT 
PRINCIPLES

1. Fair

2. Open

3.Transparent



Public procurement must be fair, open and 
transparent with no bias upon proponents. Social 
procurement has the potential to provide 
preference for things like location, hiring practices 
or employee demographics. 
Does that not go against being fair, open and 
transparent?

QUESTION



WHAT ABOUT TRADE 
AGREEMENTS?

Yes, it is legal, and yes, the trade agreements do apply and 
require parameters for language and actions:

• You cannot restrict competition
• You can require social value outcomes from all bidders
• Trade agreements have exceptions for contracting with 

non-profits etc.
• Trade agreements have financial thresholds



WHICH TRADE AGREEMENTS 
APPLY IN BC?

Trade Agreement Goods and Services Construction

NWPTA $75,000 $200,000

CFTA $101,100 $252,700

CETA $365,700 $9,100,000

Consider all trade agreements and follow the one that is most liberal (open) 
towards trade. 



TYPES OF PURCHASING

Procurement scale Opportunities
Small buys Lots of discretion, opportunity 

for local preference
Under threshold Local preference allowed
Above threshold Social value RFx language, 

trade agreement exceptions 
for non-profit social enterprises 
and Community Benefit 
Agreements



Can we prioritize local?

QUESTION



My concern is trade agreements and thresholds. 

In the BCSPI Knowledge Hub video there is a 
comment around working your social procurement 
around the thresholds... Splitting bids to fit in 
thresholds is not considered ethical, so what is your 
stance on this?

QUESTION



Is social procurement allowed on 
purchases above trade threshold 
initiatives (over 75k, over 200k)? 

QUESTION



Is there a maximum allowable points or 
percentage for weighting under social 
procurement before it becomes contrary to 
the trade agreements?

QUESTION



Have there been any challenges or 
litigation as a result of social 
procurement?

QUESTION



Are community benefits, where vendors are asked 
for specific outcomes like to hire under-represented 
groups (e.g. BC Housing clauses relating to hiring 
from casual or day labour pools, indigenous hiring 
clauses) easier to ask for and less risky than having a 
list of social procurement questions that could 
change with the preferences of each Council or 
procurement?

QUESTION



Trade treaties speak of set asides where Indigenous peoples 
may be outside competitive procurement requirements. 
However, this would appear to mean only those measures to 
Indigenous public authorities or within a treaty process. 

How do we reconcile the agreement language at a local 
government level, and can we do what Canada does with 
respect to indigenous set-aside procurements for self-
identifying Indigenous organizations?

QUESTION



How can a purchasing organization avoid the risk that the 
“social enterprise” scoring additional points is actually a 
for-profit, masquerading as a non-profit? 

Many societies or non-profits who provide services may 
have social values, but operate a commercial enterprise. Is 
the result to review annual reports or require attestations 
that they operate for non-profit purposes?

QUESTION



If a contract with several bidders was awarded based on 
social value and the winning bidder doesn't end up 
delivering on said value, could one of the unsuccessful 
bidders legally challenge the purchaser?

QUESTION



Is there legal risk to implementing social 
procurement?

QUESTION



QUESTIONS?
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THANK YOU!

www.bcspi.ca


